
Campus Culture and 
Trust



What builds trust?

 Sharing of accurate information
 Sharing information in an objective and not biased way
 Systems of shared governance rather than hierarchical decision 

making
 Accurate and clear communication
 Respect for employees and the work they do
 Collaboration with staff, students and communities in Vision 

setting



District Communications with Public on 
website

 “Indisputable facts” are in fact disputable: Interpretation of past 
budget numbers (Actual vs Budgeted) and total compensation (District 
has offered no comparable data) are disputable.

 District representation of MPCTA’s negotiation actions are misleading

 “Initially, MPCTA did not have a counter-proposal but it presented one 
upon the College’s request. Upon examination, the College learned 
that it was an identical copy of MPCTA’s June 28th proposal. The 
reissuance of MPCTA’s prior proposal is troubling, in that the lack of 
movement on any term indicates an unwillingness to compromise or 
bargain.” (MPC website)

 This style and method of communication are not conducive to building 
trust



Example of Failed Information Sharing: 
Healthcare Benefit
 Board presentation stated cost of healthcare benefit/employee is 

22K/year

 Verbal presentation by administration inflated that figure to 
25K/year

 Reality: 15 to 17 K/year

 2011-2016 it was 15K; with increased funding in 2017-2018 it may 
be more but we won’t know until we see actual, end of year 
expenses.

 It isn’t a benefit if you put money in Health Savings account and 
later transfer it out to spend on operating expenses.  Only money 
actually spent on healthcare should be counted as benefit



Data:
 The denominator the District used was 270—included ONLY active employees rather than 

everyone who is funded (Early Retirees and Post 65). That number is over 400—about 405 on 
average.

 The District use a numerator that included premiums paid by Post 65 retirees; this is improper 
because their contribution is not a benefit provided by District

 The REAL cost and benefit is the total REAL expense minus the Post 65 premiums ($644,576 in 
15-16)

 In 15-16 total expenses: $6,246,812-$644,576=$5,602,236

 The denominator must include all members (monthly range of 399-410; 405 as mean)

 Divide $5,602,236 by 405 to get per member benefit: $15,424 in 15-16

 The data for 16-17 is incomplete (only through April; when we have end of year actuals we can 
update) for last year

 The District increased funding rate by 10% in 17-18 but we don’t know yet if that is warranted 
by ACTUAL costs yet.





Objective Presentation of Data

 Shows Funding Level; actual 
expenditures and 
Surplus/Deficit

 The District emphasizes four 
years of Deficit in Health 
Plan

 But Actual Expenses are 
stable over four years at 6.2 
million



Process: how might this have been 
analyzed and presented?

Thank Dr. Crow for agreeing to meet 
with HWCC committee

Analyze 16-17 end of year actuals
Evaluate real cost of benefit
Mutual presentation to Board?



Budget Assumptions

Board presentation implied that spending 
on faculty increases

Despite 2% from mediated settlement, 
actual spending declines due to retirements 
and new hires lower on schedule







Chancellor’s Office Data Mart

 http://datamart.cccco.edu/
 http://employeedata.cccco.edu/avg_salary_16.pdf
 Average Full-Time MPC Faculty, Fall 2016: $86,878
 Statewide average is $92,617
 MPC is below average by $5,738; 6% below average
 Many ways to measure compensation----Full time vs Part 

Time; Position on step and column or average real take home 
pay

 Low maximum salary leads to less pension costs and benefit



Summary

 No substantive discussion in negotiations over these data

 Data is complex and should be acknowledged as uch

 Work as partners to get good data

 Communicate accurately and objectively

 Include faculty and staff at early point in vision setting and 
key decisions

 Be willing to ask questions

 Don’t perceive Faculty participation at Board meetings as 
confrontational and show respect by listening and fact 
seeking


